
Science        Cooking 2020 presents

CAP Self

Ask for
the menu!

The “application” restaurant is a small restaurant where
students practise to set up the tables, to cook and to

serve the food. This restaurant is cheaper than normal
restaurants because apprentices work there. It is more
sophisticated than the brasserie because the meals are

served at the table by apprentice waiters who are
supervised by their vocational teacher. The meals are

longer and more refined. Prices vary from 9€ to 25€. There
are special meals for important events like Christmas.
You can ring 04 90 96 80 50 to book lunch and dinner.

by Mathis & Zacharie

The brasserie is an alternative to the canteen at lunch
time. Everyone can access it, including strangers. Meals
are prepared by students who learn how to cook, under
the supervision of their vocational teacher. Students do

their best learning about hospitality with a friendly
service and a gastronomic lunch. Their timetable is very

different from ours. Every day they work during
lunch.The prices vary according to the formulas from 5€
to 7€, including coffee. To make a reservation, call the

school at 04 90 96 80 50.
by Inès & Salma

The CAP  self is a Cafeteria held by students. It is on the
ground floor of the vocational building of Montmajour

high school in a dedicated kitchen. This self-service
restaurant is supervised by teachers to respect the

hygienic conditions and to advise them.It is open from
12:05 am to 12:30 am. The menu is prepared by the

students and is different every day. The snack and student
formula cost 4€, the formula appetizer with the main dish
and dessert cost 5,30€ and there is a supplement for the

hot drink.We need to book at the reception of the school.
by Léa F.B. & Léa R.
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